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Challenge 1: Complete Website Translation and Localization

The original English website of Schramm was built with WordPress and the client 
wanted to translate all the web content into Mandarin (Chinese-Simplified) including 
website buttons while perfectly maintaining the format and layout. A language switch 
button was also requested to be added on the home page of the English site.

Challenge 2: Separate data files required for both languages

Another challenging part of the project lies in that both the English and Chinese 
websites are requested to be in separate data file areas so as to keep them at arm’s 
length.

Challenge 3: Chinese Search Engine Optimization

Besides the localization job, Shcramm also needed search engine optimization (SEO) 
services to elevate the search rankings of their Chinese website pushing up newly 
added keywords in Chinese. In short, Schramm was not only asking for a localized 
website, frenzied traffic driven to it too.

CHALLENGES

Schramm, Inc. is a century-old Chester County, Pennsylvania manufacturer and global 
supplier to the hydraulic drill industry, focusing on land based applications. Specializing 
in mobile, top-head hydraulic rotary drilling rigs, Schramm supply to companies in the 
mining, energy, geothermal and water sectors worldwide. Over 75 percent of the 
company's revenues come from export sales, with global reach including major market 
positions in China, Chile, Brazil, Australia, Russia and South Africa. More details about 
Schramm could be found in www.schramminc.com.

ABOUT SCHRAMM

1. CCJK assigned a dedicated team of translators, designers and SEO engineers to 
    provide one-stop solution to the client’s predicament.

2. CCJK collaborated with Schramm and established not only a solid localization 
    process to carry out the translation and localization activity in WordPress, but also a 
    SEO scheme to improve the search engine traffic.

3. To localize the client’s English site in WordPress, the following process was set up to 
    maximize efficiency while keeping the cost low:

    a. The IT Dept. of Schramm set up a mirror site and put all original English content 
        on it.

     b. Schramm provided CCJK with a set account and password for accessing the mirror site.

     c. CCJK extracted all localizable elements in a MS Word document, translated and 
        edited the content in a translation memory (TM) environment, created and main
        tained three valuable translation assets for the client, which were the glossary, TM 
        and style guide.
        
      d. CCJK engineers placed the translated text into WordPress and localized those  
          forms and add-on items.
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    e. Build extensive links to both sites in order to improve the indexing and traffic   
        driven by the search engines.

     f. Build links that focus on industry directories and link exchanges. As part of the link 
        exchanges, the client’s all branch offices and dealers might just all add onto their 
        standalone website links to  Schramm’s websites.

     g. Post as many advertorial articles on the Internet to promote the content of the 
         websites.
        
      h. Improve keyword rankings. To bring in high quality traffic, the organic ranking of 
          the relative keywords should be elevated.

       i. Keep honing the marketing campaign schemes using the tools by Google Analytics.
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By assembling an efficient team consisting of elite linguists, designers and engineers 
who worked on proven streamlined process, the Mandarin website of Schramm was 
successfully launched in less than one month’s time, despite WordPress required 
stronger technical support. And the traffic to Schramm’s Mandarin site grew by a huge 
margin of 120% due to CCJK’s SEO efforts.

The Results

Founded in 2000 and born for Internet, CCJK is a highly trusted professional e-services 
company supported by more than 2,000 talented linguists, engineers, designers and 
programmers who work as a super organized team. From language translation to 
desktop publishing and graphic design, to software localization and website develop-
ment, to SEO and user guide, to corporate eLearning, we strive to provide one-stop 
solution to help the client gain competitive edges. We rely on streamlined and sophisti-
cated process to ensure fast and quality delivery. By trusting CCJK’s one stop solution, 
you need only focus on your core business, win market share and maximize your profit 
in the simplest and soonest way. For more details about CCJK,
please visit http://www.ccjk.com.
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